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Abstract— Humans should be able to collaborate with robots
without sacrificing their own operational tempo, and con-
sequently the communication should be efficient and un-
inhibitive. Physically-grounded language interfaces provide a
generally-accessible solution that allows the human to com-
municate with their robot teammates. However, both robot
perception and grounded language understanding are com-
putationally expensive in unstructured, dynamic environments
and thus impose an efficiency bottleneck for collaboration. One
recent approach attempts to address this problem by reactively
building compact, task relevant world models by exploiting
the information in the received utterance. Another recent
approach exploits the idle time before receiving an utterance
to proactively generate and ground the likely phrases. In this
work, we propose an integrated framework that leverages both
of these seemingly contradictory models in order to maximize
the runtime performance of language understanding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative robots that seamlessly interact as part of
human-robot teams in dynamic and unstructured environ-
ments will transform our daily lives. A significant barrier
to this is situated natural language understanding, wherein
the robot must be capable of accurately and swiftly com-
prehending complex relationships in uncertain or incomplete
world models so as to not hinder team performance. Con-
temporary models [1–9] pose the language understanding
problem as one of associating linguistic constituents of a
parsed instruction with perceived entities or actions the robot
should take. Such physically-grounded language understand-
ing systems have two main computationally expensive com-
ponents: producing a sufficient representation of the world
via perception and mapping language to a representation of
meaning (symbols) that can be interpreted by the robot. The
efficiency of grounded language understanding is constrained
by the runtime of perception which provides environmental
context to these models. Generating highly detailed world
representations in dynamic and unstructured environments
and reasoning in their context is slow and inhibits realtime
interaction with these robots.

Towards addressing this problem, a recent work has pro-
posed conditionally adapting the robot’s perception pipeline
by exploiting the information in the language utterance to
more quickly provide a minimal, approximate, task-relevant
world model that is sufficiently expressive for accurate
language grounding [10]. Thus, the system provides a more
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temporally and contextually relevant world model. Experi-
ments conducted using a synthetic corpus in the manipulation
domain have demonstrated that adapting perception resulted
into an approximate four times reduction in the runtime for
perception and nine times reduction in runtime of symbol
grounding per instruction without a loss in the accuracy of
the latter.

Reactively mapping language to symbols similarly im-
poses a computational bottleneck. Another recent work has
proposed the proactive generation and grounding of language
in anticipation of what a human teammate might say in order
to reuse solutions at the time of interaction [11]; thus, the
size of the reactive language grounding problem is reduced.
This facilitates faster inference, which in the best case is a
solution look-up and in the worst is identical to the baseline
but with a look-up overhead. Proactive inference exploits
the pre-utterance idle time for computation but assumes the
presence of a world model.

On the surface, the advantages of these two recent works
seem mutually exclusive as the adaptive perception is done
after the human has given a command whereas proactive
language grounding is done during the idle time before the
human says anything. In this paper, we propose a concept
for an integrated framework that combines the Adaptive
Perception (AP) model with the Proactive Symbol Grounding
(PSG) model to exploit the advantages of both.

II. TECHNICAL APPROACH

We frame the problem of natural language understand-
ing as inference over a learned distribution that associates
linguistic elements with their corresponding symbolic repre-
sentation Γs that represents objects, places, spatial relations,
actions, and other concepts. The distribution over symbols
is conditioned by the parse of the utterance Λ and a world
model Υ expressing environment knowledge extracted from
sensor measurements z1:t using classifiers in the robot’s
perception pipeline P . We use Distributed Correspondence
Graphs (DCGs) [4] in the formulation of our two learned
models.

Φ∗s = arg max
φij∈Φs

|Λ|∏
i=1

|Γs|∏
j=1

p(φij |γij , λi,Φci,Υ). (1)

Formally, DCG inference involves searching for the most
likely correspondence variables Φ∗s in the context of the
phrases λi ∈ Λ, groundings γij ∈ Γs, child phrase corre-
spondences Φci, and the world model Υ by maximizing the
factorization in Equation 1.



Fig. 1. The system architecture for combined proactive and adaptive model
for language understanding. Learned models are highlighted in color. Solid
arrows denote the information flow after parser receives an utterance, while
the dotted arrows denote the idle time transactions.

Adaptive Perception [10] improves the runtime efficiency
of Equation 1 by building a compact environment repre-
sentation Υ∗ that is sufficient for interpreting the utterance.
Central to this approach is the ability to infer a subset of
perceptual classifiers P ∗ ∈ P conditioned on the utterance.
The method exploits language to guide the generation of
a instruction-specific pipeline P ∗ = f (P,Λ) resulting in a
minimal world model Υ∗ = f (z1:t, P

∗). Inference in the
context of the minimal world representation takes the form
of equation:

Φ∗s = arg max
φij∈Φs

|Λ|∏
i=1

|Γs|∏
j=1

p(φij |γij , λi,Φci,Υ∗). (2)

Proactive Symbol Grounding [11] improves the runtime of
Equation 1 by generating and grounding candidate language
phrases during idle time in anticipation of what a human
teammate might say in order to reuse solutions at the time
of interaction. Formally, PSG reduces the number of phrases
that need evaluation during reactive language grounding.
This reduction is a function of the utterance’s parse tree and
the proactively grounded phrases Λ∗ = f (Λ,ΛPSG).

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of the proposed
framework. It has two operational phases: one for the proac-
tive computations done during idle time and another for the
reactive computations done after an instruction is received.
Since it is necessary that the world model used by the PSG
process is consistent with the world model used by NLU
during reactive inference, AP must be leveraged both proac-
tively and reactively. To achieve this, AP runs a sequenced
subset of detectors as informed by the scene semantics to
incrementally build a world representation during the idle
time. Concurrently, PSG generates candidate phrases and
queries the AP node to receive the corresponding minimal
world models for those phrases, skipping the phrase if no
minimal world model exists yet. On receiving an utterance,
a parser converts it to a parse tree and sends it to the NLU
node which coordinates with the AP and PSG nodes to
perform the symbol grounding inference. NLU first sends
the parse tree to the AP node which returns the associated
minimal world model and an indication of whether the world
has changed as compared to the world used by PSG. If the

world is sufficiently similar, NLU sends the parse tree to PSG
which fills in the solutions for known proactively grounded
candidate phrases. A partially grounded parse tree is returned
to the NLU node which performs inference on any remaining
ungrounded phrases as conditioned on the compact world
model. Therefore, the inference in our full model combining
AP and PSG is formulated as:

Φ∗s = arg max
φij∈Φs

|Λ∗|∏
i=1

|Γs|∏
j=1

p(φij |γij , λi,Φci,Υ∗). (3)

We hypothesize that the runtime for solving Equation 3
will be less than that for Equations 1 and 2 in the cases
where proactively computed solutions are valid at the time
of inference. In the worst case, it would be same as that for
Equation 2 with a small overhead cost of PSG look-up.

III. DISCUSSION

Presented here is a theoretical framework for proactive
and adaptive natural language interaction. As part of future
work, we intend to investigate and quantify the expected per-
formance gains in a series of ablation experiments targeting
different scenarios in static and dynamic worlds.

We are also interested in contributing further improve-
ments to our framework. The utility of PSG depends on
how much of the reactive language grounding problem it can
provide solutions for; but, since many phrases are world-
dependent, the precomputed solutions may become invalid
due to world dynamics. Notably, our symbols fall along
a spectrum of environmental-sensitivity. Some are world-
invariant and thus will never become invalid while others
may be invariant within a definable set of world configura-
tions. We are interested in fast, robust ways of determining
where along that spectrum particular symbols land and for
which sets of worlds their expression is valid in order to
maximize the resuability of each proactive computation.

In addition to maximizing solution reusability, PSG and
proactive AP can be made more effective by increasing
the likelihood that precomputed solutions will be relevant
for the utterance. The current implementation uses a two-
stage search whereby AP iteratively perceives the world
using a sequence of detectors biased according to scene
semantics, and PSG searches in a strict bottom-up, breadth-
first process conditioned on which detectors have been used.
For future work, we are interested in further biasing both
stages according to information expressed in prior utterances,
thereby improving the chance that the robot has predicted
what the human will say.
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